
MMISSION
■I ID , -ill -li MIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Integrate 
and Refine Procurement Policies and 
Consider Long-Term Procurement Plans.

Rulemaking 12-03-014 
(Filed March 22, 2012)

NOTICE OF EX PARTE COM

Pursuant to Rules 8.2(c), 8,3, and 8.5 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and 

Procedure, the Division of Ratepayer Advocates /es notice of the following oral and

written ex parte communications. The first one, with Commissioner Florio’s advisor Marcelo 

Poirier occurred on May 15, 2013 at approximately 2 p.m. and lasted approximately one hour. 

The second one, with Commissioner Perron’s advisor Sara Kamins, occurred on May 15, 2013 at 

approximately 3 p.m. and lasted approximately 30 minutes. initiated the communications, 

which took place in the Commission’s San Francisco office at 505 Van Ness Avenue.

Attending both meetings on behalf of DRA wore Cheryl Cox, Nika Rogers, Alan Wecker

and Diana 1.ee. At both meetings, DRA discussed some of its recommendations in response to

the March 21,2013 Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Seeking Comment on Track les 

Issues. .plained that:

• it supports a minimum limit on forward procurement only if the numerous issues

related to such a requirement were adequately considered, and only if the forward 

procurement requirement applied to all load-serving entities (I..SEs);

• incremental upgrades can already bid into Requests for Offers held by utilities, 

but outstanding issues about how to best value such upgrades remain unresolved;

and

• the Commission should not change its oversight of the investor-owned utilities’

(lOUs) short-term (less than five years) contracts that comply with the utility’s

bundled procurement plan.
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In addition, during the meeting with Mr. Poirie recommended:

• The Commission should require an independent process evaluation of the lOUs’ 

Least Cost Dispatch methods, procedures, software models, and model 

assumptions.

DRA also recommended that the Scoping Memo for the proposed SC rack for the 

oceeding ensure that power flow modeling include assumptions about the use of demand 

response resources that are likely to exist in 2022, as well as reactive power likely to be available 

in 2022, including installation of synchronous condensers at existing SONGS sites. DRA 

recommended that that Commission hold a workshop about the assumptions that will be used in 

the SONGS track so that parties can better understand them and point out any significant errors in 

those assumptions. Finally, DRA stated that unless there is at least six weeks between the time 

that model results are available and the time that testimony is due, the schedule should shorten the 

time for discovery responses to less the current standard of 10 business days.

The communication with Mr. Poirier was oral. The communication with Ms. Kamins 

was oral and written. During the meeting with Ms. Kamins, DRA used a copy of the

March 21,2013 Administrative I.aw Judge’s Ruling Seeking Comment on Track les issues,

which is attached to this notice.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ I..I..EE

DIANA L. 1.EE

Attorney for the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates

California Public Utilities 
Commission 
505 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Phone: (415) 703-4342 
Fax: (415) 703-4432 
Email: dil@cpue.ea.gMay 16, 2013
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Order Institu making to Integrate
■ O -fine Procureme r I -liciesand

1 ■ i,sider Long-Term, Procurem i, I l i w
Rulemakir 13-014 
(Filed March 22, 2012)

WENT ON
TRACK III RULES ISSUES

This Ruling sets forth specific issues for consideration in Trac f this 

proceeding, for the purpose "doping bundled procurement rules for

jurisdictional investor-owne - lilies (K ■ 1 ■ subject to this Rulemaking.

The Scoping Memo in this proceec ras issued on May 17, 2012. That 

document at 11 set forth the follow . i <pectation for Trac I 01 »f this 

proceeding:

There will be two portions of Track 3. First we will consider 
what changes should be made to current procurement rules, 
as well as what new procurement rales should be adopted.
Second, and after a decision on procurement rules, we will 
require the IOU to file bundled procurement plans.

The Scoping Memo preliminarily 1 ertain issues and a schedule for

the procurement rules po. ; ■ i ■ his track of the proceeding. Is time, we 

update the Track HI issues and schedule.

Parties may file comments on the issues set forth below no later than,

April 12, 2 may file replies to comments no later than April 26, 2013.

I anticipate a, decision, on. Track HI procurement rules in the third quarter of 2013.
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The schedule for fil tndled procurement plans will be determined at a later 

date.

Specifi ! I : I li j i curement Rules and Questions for Parties
1.

a.

;se
>m

e may the Commission best balance issues 
regarding departing load in any future requirements for 
procurement?

nc

nd

m

procurement contracts?

e can bids and offers into request for offers (RFOs) 
be released publically? What other information could 
be released?

3.

explicitly
id upgrades

a. t
i

(

i. r should the existing and upgraded components 
e repowers be valued differently in an RFC)? 
r can additions such as energy storage be added
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R.12-03 .G/acr

to existing facilities and be valu si other
types of offers?

in
st 5

ed
in the valuation of the bids.

in.

ew

iv. Hove sho st allocation issues be addressed?

v. How would bilate foliations for upgraded or
diities be reviewed?

4.

a. Please comment on the following potential new or 
modified rules to ensure competitive bundled 
procurement transactions:

i. The lOUs must submit an advice letter or 
application if they follow their establish* 
bundled procurement plan authorization, and

1. The contract unit price is a higher than a
particular percentage (such as 80%) of the CAISO 
Capacity Procurement Mechanism or other 
administratively or market established price,

Tcient participants, or

procurement is over a

2. "

3.

I not makeii. An:
the
sut ility for

..3..
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R.12-03 .G/acr

longer than six months since making the shortlist of 
ust seek Commission approval through a 

tier III advice letter or application.

..... It ii1 t-'jded 1 mine whether an IOU
viable and therefore does not require

1 i ' i- -i „ -, v ■ a: i"! mmission action?

t

5, C in.

(

a. Is the CAM' currently implemented in a manner that is 
sufficiently transparent or least cost?

b. S s Commission reform, the CAM. energy
auctions? If so, how?

c. v does the capacity allocation interact math other 
allocated costs such as energy efficiency and demand 
response funding?

d.

e. e should the Commission address flexibility in
regards to the CAM? For example, should resources 
built in. on service territory spread costs across
all the California Publ: ities Commission's
jurisdictio' id-serving entities?

f. Should the CAM rules be differentiated to best account 
for benefit and cost allocation, among community-choice 
aggregators and electric-service providers, based on 
their different business models or portfolio of other 
contracts? If so, how?

a. S i Commission require more consistency
among the quarterly compliance reports (QCR) for the 
three major electric IOUs? If so, what areas of the QCRs
currenliy lack con.sistency?
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R.12-03 .G/acr

b. information filed in QCRs necessary 

>rocurement is compliant with

c. Should the QCR evaluation process be mov >m a
. i - rly evaluation to an annual, seroiann > l r other 

term) process?

7.

a. Please comment on the followii posal:

i. The rules for whom or which entity may qualify to
be in tl l remain the same

ii. The lOUs may not limit the UFs interactions with the 
Commission, specifically in terms of nondisclosure 
agreements that restriction information sharing.

in.

over whi« » i. may be as - - i

iv. IEs may remain in the selection p< ars
(rather th ears), subject to evaluation
every 3 years (maintain current requirement for 
reassessment)

mi Parties may file comments on the issues set forth herein. 

>ril 12, 2013. Parties may file replies to comments no later thanno 1.

April 26, 2013.

Dated March 21, 2013, at San Francisco, California.

/s I

Ac
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